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CASTAKITE® SOARS PAST
EXPECTATIONS

West Palm Beach, FL – November 21,
2017 – Castakite® has revolutionized kite flying through their innovative Kite launching system, the
Castakite® EZ Kite Flyer. Removing the hassle associated with conventional kite winders and spools,
Castakite® truly makes kite flying child’s play and something the whole family can enjoy together.

Ever since the invention of tablets, smartphones, and video games, it’s been difficult, if not impossible,
for parents to get their kids outside, and active. Outdoor recreation is vital to the development of
young children’s’ bodies and minds. Castakite® aims to get kids off the couch and away from their
electronic screens. 

The Castakite® EZ Kite Flyer removes the difficulties associated with conventional kite flying. Winders
and Spools can easily get tangled and knotted, creating unneeded frustration for both parents and
kids.

Furthermore, with the Castakite® EZ Kite Flyer, running and struggling to achieve flight is a thing of
the past. The launcher is designed to be used by children, so the device is simple, yet effective, at
achieving flight.

Proudly developed and manufactured in the United States, The Castakite® EZ Kite Flyer® includes
150ft. of quality kite string, as well as a 29” Nylon kite. Everything necessary to get out and go kite
flying is included in the original product.

With multiple colors, as well as compatibility for kites ranging from 15” to 60” inches, the Castakite®
EZ Kite Flyer is the perfect gift for children, parents, hobbyists and anyone that wants to fly a kite
without the problems of conventional kite flying. With the Castakite EZ Kite Flyer, you won’t just fly a
kite, you’ll Castakite!

With offices in Miami and West Palm Beach, Big Cat Brandz is the leading new product placement
and branding company in the United States.  Big Cat Brandz can place any product into the hands of
the actual decision-making buyer, and we do that across all categories with every retailer.  What takes
everyone else months, if not years, takes us days.
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